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With this chunky, little book, beginners can learn the basics of sketching by combining circles, ovals,

rectangles, crescents, and other shapes to produce simple likenesses of 30 different objects and

animals. Simple, step-by-step diagrams &#151; plus blank practice pages &#151; make it easy for

youngsters and aspiring artists of all ages to draw fruit, fish, kittens, and much more.
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The description said "chunky", there is nothing chunky about it. It will work fine to put in the travel

bag to occupy a 6 and 7 year old for a little while when at the doctors office or something like that,

but not any great length. They lose their interest in it pretty quickly because it is very simplistic but

does get progressively more challenging. My boys regularly take art classes, so it may be better

suited for true beginners to get them interested in drawing. It's exactly the same as the larger "How

to Draw by Barbara Soloff Levy", which I think would be a better choice because of a larger drawing

surface (8 1/4'' x 11'').

I bought this for my nine year old G-son's ninth birthday. He wants to be able to draw and this

book's simplistic attitude and perspective fit him perfectly. He feels much more confident and he

continues to progress. I heartily recommend Barbara Soloff beginning art books for kids who



struggle to draw.

The book arrived way ahead of time :) . Packaged securely so the book would NOT bend. I thought

the book would have been larger but maybe I didn't read the description,(details) enough. that's why

the 4 *'s, because of the size, It's about 5"x5." I thought by the picture that it was the size of a

regular book(notebook paper size).

I like the exercises in this little book. I kept it near my other books and whenever I felt like just

relaxing then I worked one one activity. I like the step by step approach and even though I am not

an artist it was still very fun to complete the exercises. Lots of fun :)

Barbara Soloff Levy has produced a book which helps our first grader figure out how to drawfigures

of persons which are "active", that is running, walking, sitting, etc. Great book andI know it will get

considerable use in the years to come. As always,  delivered on timeand the book was well

packaged and in excellent condition. Thanks so much.

I really love this little doodle book. As an adult I have fun using it. Every spare time i have I am

doodling. The shapes and ideas given can cause anyone to love art and learn to draw because the

examples are very very very easy to follow.

Piece of crap!! The book itself is really small for someone can even draw in it. It will be just the size

of your wrist. And, when you turn some page, it won't stand in that page and book will close. Waste

of $2. DON"T BUY. YOU WILL HATE IT!!

Great beginners booklet. Easy to follow. Purchased for 9 year old with positive results. Great morale

booster because child or beginner adult can see quick results. Encourages creativity/imagination.
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